
Q2-2020 FULL MEASURE QUARTERLY REPORT

Full Measure is a broadcast focusing on investigative, original and accountability 
reporting unique in today’s media.The host is Sharyl Attkisson. The show format will 
include a major investigative piece each week on topics ranging from immigration 
issues at home and abroad, government waste, national security concerns and 
vulnerabilities, whistleblower reports on government abuse and misdeeds. Full Measure 
is produced by and airs nationally on stations of the Sinclair Broadcast Group. The 
program also streams live on all Sinclair websites  on Sundays at 9:30 a.m. ET.

April5 
Ft. Detrick a visit to the 
bio-chem weapons lab.

 

Tunisia a report on 
the troubled and 
dangerous border 
with Libya

Afghanistan/ Sen. 
Tom
Cotton 

SpoonsforSoldiers-
American made 
products for troops

  

April12
Virologist and the 
science behind COVID

NCAAPay the plan to 
pay athletes. Bitcoin why it matters

PG&E the suits 
following the 
California fires

April19
Antibodies/Science of 
immunity. 

FCC Commish Pai &  
Telecom in time of 
CV

In defense of FISA. 
An expert on why we 
should keep it. 

CalifFireInsurance 
How people in fire 
zone are like those in 
flood zones.

April26
TheAntibodyFix/Miami
Mayor on donating for 
cure

InsiderSpies
Author on insidious 
infiltration

Sen. Ron Johnson
On leaks in Trump 
admin

Flashpoint: South 
China Seas. 

May3 
COVID Economy/Bush 

Whistleblower: Brad 
Birkenfeld

FacialRecognition
Concerns about use 
in US

May10
Prison Ethics: 
Experiments on 
prisoners

US Scientist and 
compromised 
engagement w/China 

Sen Tim Scott 
Opportunity Zones  

Avila update Fast and 
Furious



May17 
The Hydroxychloroquine 
question 

Gallup-Jobless 
COVID

Outspoken 
Congressman Buck

US Cemetery in 
Tunisia

May24 Corona 
headlines

Navy readiness
Sen. Tom Cotton

FISA/Croner 4:30

May31 
Steve Hatfill/Next 
Pandemic

Utah Homeless and a 
promise failed

Greg Garrett on book 
Witchhunt. 

FM update: paying 
the dead 

June7 Hurricane/PR  
A year after the 
hurricane. Where was 
the money spent. 

RefugeeCenter a 
look at a center on 
the Mex/American 
border

Model Legislation 
who is writing your 
laws?

June14
VAWhistleblower 
conditions at VA 
centers sub par

Impeachment the 
charges, the process, 
the history.

5G update on 
expanding 5G access
PR deaths FTM 
tracking the actual 
deaths in PR

A Night in 
Casablanca Scott 
Thuman visits the city 
of movie legend

June21  DesertEyes- 
HighTec surveillance on 
the border 

ChemWeapons 
Inside a facility that 
destroys the country’s 
most dangerous 
weapons

MediaMadness 
Howie Kurtz on his 
new book

June28 
DenmarkMuslims 
Remarkable look at 
how a religious clash, 
led to community 
healing.

Cuccinelli intv with 
the DepDir US 
Citizenship service

Big4AGs  How states 
AGs age going after 
the top tech firms


